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2015
PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
MARC Ó RIAIN

The year seems to have gone so fast and my Presidency has come to an end. It has been an 
eventful year for the IDI. We have at least quadrupled membership and activity. A few highlights 
to mention would include the IDI Awards which were a great success, the new entry system, 
the new IDI website, the introduction of Registered Designer, Awards exhibitions travelling 
the country, Designer Discounts, a good increase in CPD activity, Cocktails+Design talks, 
Bread & Butter talks, Iterations publication, the first Framework Policy on Design in Ireland 
and of course ID2015. The IDI is now the largest professional body of designers in Ireland, 
representing the widest range of disciplines.

A FRAMEWORK POLICY FOR DESIGN IN IRELAND.  
WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU? 

The Irish Government published its first Framework Policy for Design since 1962, and ‘hats 
off’ to all involved. The IDI are trying to build on this report and get every political party to 
adopt a design policy so we can ensure that whatever Government we have, that a legacy 
is built on the progress of ID2015. To ensure that the Framework Policy is implemented, a 
Design Council is established and Chartered Designer is introduced on a statutory basis. 
We need to make sure all the political parties have a design policy. Anyone who would 
like to get involved or who has contacts with the leadership of political parties please let 
me know. We have a number of actions being pursued in various cities, to create Design 
Hubs. Limerick, Cork and Galway have been lobbying towards this end. It will not happen 
without investment coming from the Department of Enterprise Innovation and Jobs. The 
much anticipated Design Hub in Dublin has not materialised yet and capital funding may be 
a key issue. Therefore, with all the will in the world, Design Hubs will not happen without 
Ministerial influence driving policy and investment. This is why we need to lobby the parties 
to develop design policies, and the published Framework for Design in Ireland is a great 
tool informing that process.

ID2015 - A YEAR TO CELEBRATE 
ID2015 was a great year of celebration of what we do, and congratulations to everyone 
involved. I haven’t seen so much activity in the sector in so long. It’s now time to build 
on this activity and strive for a design council that will reflect the true nature of design 
enterprises, professional designers and service based design, both in-house and 
consultancy. We need to work towards a policy on Irish Design and make sure it is pointed 
in the right direction. 
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A STRONGER, MORE AGILE INSTITUTE
We now have more than 1,000 members with lots of new volunteers putting their hands up to 
get involved. 

A NEW PRESIDENT
I am delighted that our next president will be George Boyle, an architect and founder of the 
Fumbally Exchange. George is an excellent advocate and organiser of social actions, with 
substantial experience across diverse platforms. George has mapped the IDI’s transition to a 
company structure and will build upon the great strides of 2015. 

THE TASK AHEAD
The IDI have now forged a roadmap to achieve a greater level of recognition for professional 
design practitioners. We now need to build a lobby to achieve Chartered Designer within 5 
years. Registered Designer has been an important step forward in this direction. CPD is then 
an important factor in the further professionalism of the industry. The lack of scale in most 
design businesses requires policy action, which means further political lobbying to ensure that 
targeted policies respond to design enterprises, shifting the focus from “Made in Ireland” to 
“Designed in Ireland”. 

THANK YOU
It has been a privilege to be your President during such an exciting time for our profession. 
Thank you to all the council members who drove the agenda and delivered an amazing amount 
of work in one year. Thanks to Aileen Dempsey and Andrew Bradley for their advice and 
support.  A special thank you to Denis O’Kelly for his administration and hard work throughout 
the year, everyone knows we couldnt have done it without him. Thanks too to our intern Róisín 
O’Brien who was a great help. Of course, I must also thank Mary Doherty and Red Dog for 
running a fantastically successful IDI Awards. A massive thanks to the patience of my wife 
Deborah Ni Riain, who often has to drive the bike as I’m so busy doing other stuff!

The IDI is now a strong force, advocating for your future in Irish Design Practice! 

Please continue to work together to push the Design Agenda and improve all our futures,

as one Design Community!
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IDI COUNCIL 2015-16

OFFICERS & COUNCIL
Lorraine Egan 
James Hubbard   
John Walsh  
Julie Richards   
Paul Finnegan   
Peter Whittaker   
Clarke Fyfe    
Con Kennedy   
Orla Reynolds  
Lynda Smith  
Dr PJ White  
Dr Muireann McMahon  
Roisin Keown
Colin McKeown  

EXECUTIVE 
Marc Ó Riain
Andrew Bradley
Aileen Dempsey
George Boyle

EXECUTIVE OFFICER  
Denis O’Kelly

DESIGN AWARDS COMMITTEE
Mary Doherty  (Chair)
Denis O’Kelly       
Peter Whittaker
James Hubbard
Peter MacCann
Roisin Keown

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Julie Richards  
Karen Hanratty

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Dr PJ White
Con Kennedy
Dr Adam De Eyto 

EVENTS/SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Paul Finnegan  
Lynda Smith

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Dr Muireann McMahon
Dr PJ White   

CPD COMMITTEE
Julie Richards
Aileen Dempsey

REGISTERED DESIGNER 
COMMITTEE
Marc Ó Riain
Eamon Spelman

STRATEGY COMMITTEE
Aileen Dempsey
George Boyle

EXHIBITIONS COMMITTEE
Marc Ó Riain
Peter MacCann 
Andrew Bradley
Lorenzo Tonti
Eamon Spelman
Dr Muireann McMahon
Dr PJ White

SPONSORSHIP COMMITTEE
Roisin Keown
Marc Ó Riain

SCREEN COMMITTEE
Roisin Keown
John Walsh
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CPD REVIEW
2015/2016 was an exciting year, with the help of ID2015 funding and working with DPP Skillnet, we ran a 
number of courses and workshops tailored to the design community in support of the development of skills and 
professional careers.

SOME OF THE EVENTS 
FROM 2015 & EARLY 
2016 INCLUDE:

VALUING
DESIGN

An IDI Breakfast Masterclass with Robert Bau held at Brooks Hotel, 
Drury St. Dublin 2. This breakfast event provided useful insights into 
putting value on the designer’s input. He demonstrated how to value 
design properly, then charge the client appropriately.

02 FEB  2016

INFOGRAPHICS
Infographics: A One Day Hands-on Workshop  
with Aisling Griffin of Treetop Studio, Waterford.

27 FEB  2016

PRODUCTION & LEAN 
MANUFACTURING  
FOR FASHION 
DESIGNERS

One-day workshop supported by ID2015 at DIT 
Aungier St, Dublin 2. 

This IDI event was open to anyone involved in fashion 
design and provide useful insights from experienced 
experts to 60+ attendees. 

01 MARCH 2016

Two infographics workshops in Dublin in March and July with author and 
Graphic Designer Valentina D’Efillipo. 

These were supported by ID2015 and Skillnet showing how 
Infographics can convey large amounts of information in an easy to 
understand and visually compelling format. 

INFOGRAPHIC STORYTELLING

MARCH / JULY 2015

UX &  
YOUR DESIGN 
BUSINESS

In conjunction with ID2015 and Skillnet with UX guru Colman Walsh, 
owner of UXTraining.ie

This was a practical, hands-on workshop that looked at the nuts and 
bolts of practicing user experience design. It was a fun, interactive 
and lively couple of days with plenty of hands-on experience. 

5TH & 6TH JUNE 2015

5
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THE IDI SPECIAL CONCEPT DESIGN AWARDS IN JULY/AUGUST
This was devised by Fraser MacLauchlan of our long-time collaborator and supporter James Latham/ HI Macs. 
It was proposed and delivered as an ideas competition open to young Graduate Designers and was held as 
something unique in association with IDI for this special year of Irish Design ID2015.

The winner was Nathaniel ‘Ned’ Kaar of DIT who had his design fabricated by James Latham, the distributors 
of HI-MACS Solid Surface. The Concept Design Competition winner was also featured at the Solid Surface 
Design Show in London. The award was presented at The IDI Awards Gala Event at the Marker Hotel in 
November. Well done to all involved and for former IDI President John Walsh who co-ordinated everything. 

LG GRADUATE AWARD
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IDI DESIGN SOCIAL

COCKTAILS + DESIGN

IDI initiative Cocktails+Design was the idea of Paul 
Finnegan and ran from March to November 2015. 
It brought together creative thinkers and designers 
once a month for innovative talks in a casual and 
relaxed environment. Based at The Liquor Rooms on 
Wellington Quay, it was a well attended and successful 
series of free events on the last Wednesday of each 
month. It created a sense of a global community 
inspired by the Year of Irish Design 2015,

Over 10 months, Cocktails+Design welcomed a wide 
range of designers to speak, from Ahmad Fakhry & 
Cian Corcoran of Designgoat and Chris Murphy & 
Sean McNulty of Dolmen to Illustrator Steve Simpson, 
Mel O’Rourke of Creative Inc with Alex Fegan of 
Atom Films and many more wonderful speakers, with 
packed audiences.

IDI
DESIGN
SOCIAL

Following on from our success with the 
Cocktails+Design Series in 2015 in the Liquor Rooms, 
IDI teamed up with Epsilon to produce the Bread & 
Butter series which ‘spreads the word’ on design. 
This is a series of monthly creative talks launched in 
January 2016 and based at the Odeon in Harcourt St. 
It brings together some of the world’s most exciting 
creative minds to share all they’ve learned about their 
respective fields, and to give people a forum where 
they can learn from each other and be inspired.

Speakers at the inaugural event were Illustrator and 
Silkscreen Artist Kate Gibb, and ‘Design Thinker’ 
Johnny Ryan. Illustrator Kathi “Fatti” Burke received 
our first ever Toast of the Town award.

BREAD & BUTTER
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DISRUPT:
IDI AWARDS 2015

Why great design should be rewarded; the work our 
members make every day affects people at home, 
school or their place of work. It’s in the clothes we 
wear, the things we use and the spaces we inhabit. 
Designers can help us live better lives and their  work 
can excite, inform, assist or, indeed, disrupt.

NEW IN 2015; 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

A special Lifetime Achievement Award was presented to the 
estate of Eileen Gray, one of the most influential designers and 
architects of the twentieth century, by Minister for Jobs, Richard 
Bruton. We were thrilled to recognise Eileen Gray, whose 
extraordinary work has been recognised globally - inspiring 
designers and architects overseas and here in Ireland.

Dr Jennifer Goff, Curator of Furniture, Silver & the Eileen Gray 
collection at the National Museum of Ireland, Collins Barracks, 
Dublin made a presentation to our Awards audience on the 
work of Gray. She is recognised as one of the world’s leading 
experts on Gray’s work and legacy. 

We intend to make this an annual award and will be looking for 
worthy recipient suggestions later in the year.

NEW IN 2015; 
WINNERS PORTRAIT
Consistent with our ‘Disrupt’ theme of 2015, the Lifetime 
Achievement Award replaced the traditional IDI Grand Prix 
Award. We did NOT have a Grand Prix Winner this year, as it 
was felt unreasonable and irrational to judge a house against 
a logo, or a table against packaging. 

We wanted all our 23 winners to see themselves as the best 
in their field of Irish Design in 2015. It was a special moment 
to see all our trophy holders together for our first Winners 
Group Shot on stage at the close of the ceremony. See image 
on page 10.

CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS

326 SUBMISSIONS TO THE COMPETITION

LARGEST ENTRY EVER!
87 FINALISTS /23 WINNERS

1 X BEAT THE JUDGES QUIZ IN TEELINGS 

3 X TRAVELLING AWARDS EXHIBITIONS

310 EVENT TICKETS SOLD

1,000% INCREASE IN PR RESULTS

AWARDS CAME IN ON BUDGET

This year’s Awards ran under the title of ‘Disrupt’ as we wanted to 
deliver the message that the 2015 Awards were going to be bigger/
louder and we wanted to attract the best of Irish design. And that 
we did. It was a great success and we were really pleased that our 
members got involved by entering, enjoying pre-awards events and 
attending the night itself in their droves.

The consistent emailing and communicating to the membership 
paid off, as did the work we commissioned from Elevate PR. On 
these pages you will find some of the highlights of the Awards 
campaign, the main one being of course that it got the largest entry 
ever in it’s history. Read on.

Mary Doherty, Chairperson 2015.

Marc O’Riain, IDI President &
Mary Doherty IDI AWards Chairperson

Marc O’Riain, Minister Richard Bruton & Jennifer Goff
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, as it 
was felt unreasonable and irrational to judge a house against 

in their field of Irish Design in 2015. It was a special moment 

. See image 

SUMMARY OF MEDIA RESULTS

We would really like to thank Emma Kelly and the 
team at Elevate for their support and committment to 
our Awards. 2015 was a great success from a media 
point of view, here are some of the highlights.

- Coverage for the IDI Design Awards 2015 is valued at 128,435 
AVE and  385,305 PR Value, which represents a year on year 
increase in PR value of 1,000%

- Coverage totalled 37 clippings, a 250% increase on last year.

- Secured quality print coverage in national newspapers and 
magazines including the Irish Times, Sunday Independent, 
Irish Independent, The Herald and Plan Magazine.

- Strong online coverage including The Gloss, Business and 
Leadership, Business World, Biz Plus and Women Mean 
Business.

- Strengthened relationships with key media and raised 
awareness of the IDI.

THANKS TO OUR AMAZING JUDGES
Our Chairperson was adamant that we would secure a 
jury panel of people who are the best in their field and 
had extensive practice-based experience. We have to 
really thank them for their time and the passion that they 
brought to bear during our judging weekend. We also 
must praise their high level of intelligence at coming 1st 
and 3rd in our Beat the Judges Quiz!
 
ALEX MILTON
Programme Director, Irish Design 2015

KATHRYN WILSON
Creative Director, Slater Design

JAMES HUBBARD
Centre for Excellence in Universal Design (CEUD)

DAMIEN O’CONNOR
Brown Bag Films

STONE TWINS

DAVID HOWLETT
Creative Director, Radical Digital

Editor-in-chief, Architonic

designCORE

SONYA LENNON  
Fashion designer and tech entrepreneur

OUR SPONSORS; WE SALUTE YOU.

Jury Members; Sonya Lennon & Alex Milton
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FIND A FULL LIST OF ALL THE WINNING 
AND SHORTLISTED ENTRIES AT  

BEAUTIFUL PRINTED CATALOGUE AT  

10
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IDI MEMBERS WINNING INTERNATIONALLY

DESIGN PARTNERS WINS RED DOT FOR RESMED S+ SLEEP MONITOR

LOGITECH MX MASTER MOUSE, 
BEST GAMING MOUSE OF 2015

2015 was a very successful year for Design Partners with a number of our projects being recognised on both 
the national and international stage. Internationally we were honoured to receive two Silver IDSA (International 
Designers Society of America) awards for our pioneering work redefining a common user interface (CUI) for 
Tomra and developing the market leading Logitech MX Master mouse. 

We were also delighted that our work designing the 
innovative Resmed S+ Sleep Monitor was awarded 
a 2015 Red Dot and the Cricut Explore crafting 
machine received a much deserved iF award. With 
an additional two Red Dot awards, two Good Design 
awards, three CES Honorees and three IDA awards 
for our work with Logitech it really has been another 
excellent year for Design Partners.

 Logitech MX Master Mouse

LUKAS FUCHS & MATHEW BATES WIN RED DOT FOR DESIGN PARTNERS

11
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IDI MEMBERS WINNING INTERNATIONALLY

IDI GRAND PRIX WINNERS, DOLMEN WIN RED DOT AWARD

LYNDSEY BRYCE AND CHRISTOPHER MURPHY WINNING RED DOT 

Dolmen ended 2014 on a high as IDI Grand Prix winners for the highly innovative Moocall sensor and continued 
this momentum into 2015 with an invitation from the British Design Museum to join the finalists for the prestigious 
Designs of the year exhibition. This took place during April and May in London in, where Moocall was displayed 
alongside global entries from industry leaders including Google and BMW and attracted considerable press 
exposure from the British media. 

The success continued in July with a double award 
win for us in Germany at the prestigious Red Dot 
competition for two Irish innovations. Once again, 
Moocall wowed the judges and was accompanied 
this time by our unique design for the ultra-compact 
carbon fibre communications module, the Voyager 
ECK, designed for Irish based technology company 
Klas Telecom. We’re really excited to be flying the 
flag for Irish Design and innovation internationally and 
looking forward to another great year in 2016.

Red Dot & IDI Grand Prix Winner, 
MooCall
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IDI MEMBERS WINNING INTERNATIONALLY

ROTARY EUS-FNA MEDICAL DEVICE, WINS RED DOT FOR IRELAND.

RORY O’CALLAGHAN WINS RED DOT IN 2015.

Fresh out of an MSc Medical Device Design at the NCAD Dublin, Rory O’Callaghan working with Cook Medical 
scooped a Red Dot for his Endoscopic Ultrasound Fine Needle Aspiration (EUS-FNA). It is placed through 
the working channel of an ultrasonic endoscope and used to perform biopsies on suspect lesions in organs 
accessible through the gastrointestinal tract. 

The handle rotates to extend the needle, this was 
inspired by how the needle is visualised through an 
ultrasound image. It utilises and improves on an “off 
label” technique called the “slow pull technique”, 
enabling it to be carried out by a single user.

The Red Dot award highlights the role design thinking 
can play in Medical Devices in Ireland. Many designers 
dream of winning a Red Dot as a career high. The 
world is your oyster Rory!

Endoscopic Ultrasound Fine  
Needle Aspiration 
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Grand Prix Winner: Ciara Mitchell, 
Visual Communication, IADT

Visual Communication: Ciara Mitchell

Interior Design & Architecture: 
Julian O’Reilly, Griffith College Dublin

Product & Industrial Design: Project: 
Cathal Redmond, University of Limerick

Animation & Motion Design: 
Catherine O’Donnell, LSAD Clonmel

Digital Design: Jack Collins, IADT

Craft & Furniture Design: 
Genevieve Howard, NCAD

Fashion Design: Jennifer Byrne, LSAD

Textile Design: Gill Thorpe, NCAD

Ove Arup Award: 
Orla Punch, University of Limerick

Universal Design: Liam Murphy, DIT

Visual Merchandising: Catriona Kenny, DIT

CATEGORY WINNERS:

The Graduate Design Awards team would like 
to take this opportunity to thank the judging 
panel: Ray Power (Craft & Furniture Design), 
Brian O’Connor (Visual Communication), Aisling 
Farinella (Fashion & Textile Design), Stephen 
McNally (Animation & Motion Design), Roddy 
D’Arcy (Product Design), Gavin Farrell (Visual 
Merchandising), James Hubbard (Universal 
Design), Marc Ó Riain (Ove Arup Award) 

MANY THANKS…

14

GRADUATE DESIGN AWARDS 
The School of Creative Arts at Dublin Institute of 
Technology, Grangegorman was delighted to host 
the 2015 IDI Graduate Design Awards and Exhibition 
which took place as part of Design Week on 
Thursday 5th of November.

The IDI Graduate Design Awards celebrate the best 
graduate design work annually and this year received 
a record number of entries with 272 students from 
throughout Ireland submitting their work to be judged 
by an international jury of renowned designers. From 
the 66 shortlisted entries, the jurors had the tough 
job of choosing 11 category winners. The Grand 
Prix Prize went to Ciara Mitchell from IADT for her 
project ‘Insectarium’, which was winner of the Visual 
Communication Category.

The Graduate Awards were supported by ID2015, 
Compu b, the Ove Arup Foundation and the Centre 
for Excellence in Universal Design.

Ciara Mitchell wins Graduate Design Grand Prix
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FROM THE REGIONS 2015

2015 / 2016 has seen continued development of the design 
scene in Waterford. Design events— ‘Disrupt IDI Design 
Awards’ exhibition; Infographics; both firsts for the city; Video 
Masterclass in Dungarvan, Waterford Festival of Architecture, 
Waterford Walls—have all contributed to an increased 
awareness of the role of design and creativity in the community. 
Efforts will continue in forming a stronger grouping of designers 
in the city, involve design students from WIT in the design 
scene, increasing membership of IDI, develop the design 
workshop series, and continue work on the establishment of 
design hubs in the city and beyond. 

WATERFORD

APRIL 

Open House Cork                              
3D printing workshops                                       

NOVEMBER 

See the Light Conference,  
Architecture Factory                  

 JANUARY 16

IDI Award Exhibition,                        
Cork CoCo

CARLOW
JUNE

Graduate Design Exhibition ‘JUNCTURE’ 

FAULTLINES Irish Design Research               
Conference launch at VISUAL Arts Centre

ITERATIONS Design Journal Launch

EXCHANGE - Augmented Reality Action 
Research

Exhibition VISUAL Arts centre.

Conference Launch Dinner

SME Business Breakfast  Dargan Centre                     
40 Years of Design: Alumni Reunion

NOVEMBER

Design Masterclass:Alex Terzariol of MMD 
Design, Italy and Francesco Zurlo of 

Politeecnico di Miliano.  

For the Record: An Exhibition of 100 
iconic album covers in aid of the 

Irish Cancer Society 

BELFAST
NOVEMBER

Designer Small Talk (image by Dead Beat Creative)

25 APR 2015
by Paul Adams discussing  

“The Challenges and Opportunities 
Facing Irish Designers today”. 

The Marker Hotel Dublin 2.

DUBLIN

CORK

15

DESIGN NETWORK WEST

Design Network West 

European Capital of Culture 2020 bid

Voluntary Design Hub in Galway city centre with 
gallery, meeting room and breakout area

‘Creative Enterprise’ course started at GMIT, 
providing training and mentorship for 30 aspiring 
design professionals. 

Establishment of Creative Hub in GMIT.

NOVEMBER

Galway Design Week including talks, workshops, 
exhibitions, installations, pop-up fairs and fashion 
shows

Galway Design Box 

35 unique events, focusing on Galway-based  
design practice

GALWAY
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CONFERENCES FAULTLINES

Faultlines ‘Bridging Knowledge Spaces’ 
The inaugural Irish Design Research 
Conference, 4th-5th June 2015

This conference was initiated and hosted by 
designCORE at Institute of Technology Carlow 
and was a sponsored and co-funded project 
under ID2015. The first of its kind on the island 
of Ireland, the aim of the conference was to 
offer a forum to disseminate the most current 
knowledge, share ongoing practice-led insight, 
and discuss emergent issues relevant to those 
working in the field of design research. 

The conference structure has aimed to facilitate 
flexible participation from academia, design 
industry & agency and from across the design 
disciplinary bandwidth. The structure was 
broken into: 3 Main Design Research Keynotes, 
3 SME Industry Keynotes and 6 Parallel 
Sessions. The conference hosted 80 academic 
and a further 80 industry participants. While the 
main activity primarily originated in Ireland, reach 
extended to 39 countries globally.

Dr PJ White MIDI, IT Carlow
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ITERATIONS

It was a big year for Irish Design, and a 
collaborative team came together to bring what 
should be some lasting legacy. 

ITERATIONS design research and practice 
review is now providing a platform for practicing 
designers and design researchers in Ireland 
and internationally to document, reflect and 
present their Practices, Theories, Processes and 
Artifacts. 2015 saw the publication of two issues 
with an encouraging reception from the design 
community. ID2015 provided the impetus and 
seed funding to develop ITERATIONS but more 
importantly it provided the encouragement and 
environment for designers and researchers to 
present their work in a peer reviewed manner. 

A NEW IRISH 
DESIGN PUBLICATION

The IDI have agreed to continue support for the 
review contributing financial and sales support 
and the participating institutions have provided 
generous funding to allow the review to remain as 
a ‘green open access’ publication.

ITERATIONS won the special ID2015 award for 
collaboration in this years IDI awards and the 
combination of positive response, submissions 
for Issue Three and continued hard work of the 
editorial team ensures that ITERATIONS will 
sustain itself in to the future as a review of record 
for Irish design.

– Adam de Eyto FIDI – Lead Editor, ITERATIONS 
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A NEW IDI WEBSITE

IDI WEBSITE BY PIXEL DESIGN

The IDI brought you a new website this year with 
the help of Julie Richards and Denis O’Kelly of IDI, 
and designed by Karen Hanratty of Pixel Design.

The Design replaces the outdated IDI website 
which was cumbersome and built on 3 separate 
different platforms. Now we have a template that 
we continue to expand offerings on. 

The Institute of Designers in Ireland is Ireland’s 
largest and oldest association of design 
professionals and as such it was important 
that the design of the new website was both 
beautiful and a joy to navigate.

The IDI represents and supports creativity in a 
wide range of disciplines, organising on local 
and national levels to promote and advocate 
for Irish design. The new IDI website is the 
hub for this activity and a source of information 
for its members. 

The design of the new website and the 
colours used work in harmony with the 
beautiful imagery featuring the work of various 
members. The site is also responsive and so 
works superbly on mobile devices and tablets.

We have replaced the old log-in personal portfolio 
with a Members List that is searchable and we intend 
to expand to a log-in profile page in 2016. We have 
added designer discounts and uploaded all of the old 
IDI publications. We would like to see the development 
of a creative commons, linking all the regional IDI 
members and we are working on a website to map 
Irish Designers with ID2015. 
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IDI TRAVELLING EXHIBITIONS

IDI EXHIBITION NATIONAL TOUR

The IDI Irish Design Awards exhibition has 
been travelling the country in 2015 and 2016. 
It opened in The Teeling Distillery in November 
and travelled onto Cork County Hall in January. 
From there it went to Soma Gallery in Waterford 
and then onto the LSAD and UL in Limerick.

The exhibition will open at OFFSET in April 
before travelling onto IT Carlow. It has appeared 
on-screen and  attracted interviews, local press 
coverage and new business for those involved. 
It’s another great reason to enter the awards! 

The exhibition travels with the support of the 
local IDI members and the help of IDI partner 
Walls to Workstations for logistics. 

The exhibition was designed by IDI member 
Peter MacCann. 
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It is worth noting that the craft-related businesses 
represent a majority of the design businesses in 
Ireland, at over 70% of the design businesses in 
the population studied. The majority of which are 
sole traders.

Design businesses are spread across the country, 
but there is a significantly higher density located in 
Dublin than in other regions. The exception to this is 
for craft-related businesses which are found to be 
more evenly dispersed across the country.

There is a strong start-up culture across the design 
sectors. Start-ups represented almost 1 in 5 
businesses across the population studied. Overall, 
design enterprises were found to be young, with 
almost two thirds of them less than 10 years old. 
The Design Sectors are characterised by a high 
proportion of small and micro businesses.

Recently, there has been a greater international 
policy focus on design in enterprise. A consequence 
of the Global Irish Economic Forum in 2013 was 
the Irish Government designation of 2015 as the 
Year of Irish Design (ID2015). ID2015 presented 
an an opportunity to promote and develop Ireland’s 
capabilities in business-related traditional design 
across all sectors of the economy and to improve 
capacity for design in enterprise across the sector. 

The Institute of Designers in Ireland had key inputs 
into the shaping of the research through the inputs 
of the President, Marc Ó Riain, Past President, 
Andrew Bradley, Council Member and Co-Author, 
Con Kennedy. 

The key outcomes of ID2015 were the registration 
of 370 new design companies, 476 designers were 
supported to attend international design-based trade 
events, 50 companies supported to undertake design 
training, €24.1 million in design-based exports were 
generated, 28.5 million people engaged with ID2015 
through exhibitions and events.

Prior to undertaking this research, no single source 
exists for comprehensive data relating to the design 
sector in Ireland. Many individual items of research 
and data points exist, each source using different 
and inconsistent methodologies to determine 
findings. Therefore, the construction of a specific 
framework was required to develop a methodology 
for this research. This framework was devised to 
robustly answer the research questions and capture 
the required data and metrics necessary for the 
completion of this research. 

There is a strong regional spread of design 
enterprises in Ireland and a significant number of 
startups across the segments studied. 

These segments included: Architecture; Animation; 
Communication/Graphic Design; Craft; Digital 
Design and Product/Industrial Design. However, 
the research also identified the fragmentation and 
constrained productivity which is related to small 
business size and scale, and longevity of businesses 
operating within the design sector.

A FRAMEWORK POLICY  
FOR DESIGN IN  IRELAND
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The following six elements constitute the ‘Policy 
Framework for Design in Ireland’:

1. Increased use of Design-Driven Innovation in 
the Wider Enterprise Base.

There is significant opportunity to further enhance the 
innovation effort of firms in Ireland and consequently 
the competitiveness of the firm base through driving 
for greater levels of engagement in design across 
the Wider Enterprise Base. The focus should be on 
driving design activities related to development of 
goods/services and strategy development.

The State has a role to play in raising awareness 
of design and its potential impact. Furthermore, 
barriers cited by companies in the research were 
finance-related and time-related. Therefore, there 
is a need to ensure that State supports offered for 
innovation activities are eligible for design activities 
related to development of products/services. There 
is a challenge for design in securing finance, and 
alternative funding options.

2. Building Scale in the Design Sector

The challenges inhibiting productivity across 
the design sector are associated with business 
survival, size and scaling, and fragmentation. A key 
opportunity for addressing these issues is through 
seeking to achieve the benefits of economies of 
scale. To address this opportunity, there is a role for 
the Design Industry, together with the professional 
bodies, in to developing a coherent and consolidated 
mechanism for representation of the various design 
sectors and supporting networking and collaboration 
activities across design businesses.

3. A Step-Up in the Engineering Design Sector

There is an opportunity for increased economic 
impact from design in Ireland by focusing on 
increasing activity in the engineering activities and 
related sectors. Comparison of GVA and employment 
impact measurements across European countries 
for the Engineering Activities and related sectors, 
Architectural Activities and Specialised Design 
Sectors indicates that Ireland performs best on a 
comparative basis for Specialised Design, followed 

by Architecture, and has the lowest ranking for 
Engineering Design. Given that in absolute terms the 
Engineering Activities and related sector is typically 
the biggest contributor to GVA and employment in 
each European country, this finding highlights that 
there is an economic opportunity for Ireland and 
further attention should be focused on achieving a 
step-up in this Engineering Design Sector.

4. Supporting Entrepreneurship in the Design 
Sectors

Design enterprises are broadly based across Ireland 
and there is a strong cohort of young firms in key 
design sectors. There is a role for the funding bodies 
in supporting entrepreneurs in design who have 
ambitious plans: through exports supports from 
Enterprise Ireland for those considering international 
expansion; as part of the entrepreneurship 
programmes of the Local Enterprise Offices; and 
via programmes of the Design and Crafts Council 
of Ireland.

5. Developing Skills and Talent in Design

Developing a strong Design Industry and increasing 
the engagement in design-driven innovation in the 
Wider Enterprise Base will help to retain, attract 
and nurture design talent in Ireland. A key element 
in strengthening any industry is ensuring that the 
appropriate skillsets are being developed to help the 
industry to thrive.

Additionally, a number of more specific opportunities 
were highlighted such as connecting and transferring 
skills of designers across the design sectors and the 
wider enterprise base, and developing improved 
business skills amongst designers.

AN EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY 
FOR DESIGN IN ENTERPRISE IN IRELAND
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To address the opportunities associated with 
skills, there are roles for: funders in education 
and training, and policy makers – in reviewing the 
educational offerings for design courses to ensure 
that they are fit for purpose and reflect the career 
opportunities that now exist for graduates in new 
and emerging areas.

The Design Industry itself together with advocacy 
partners can help in terms of developing clearer 
career paths for designers; and supporting 
networking and collaboration activities with 
participation from design businesses, designers, 
and the wider enterprise base. 

6. More Females in Design Roles

Design occupations across the economy indicates 
opportunities to increase the participation of females 
in design roles. To support the shift in the balance 
of female participation in the design workforce, 
there is a role for the State to play in increasing 
awareness and promotion of design roles in Irish-
based enterprises. 

Many of us are asking ‘What  Next?’.The 
ownership of this research and policy belongs 
to design practices and practitioners of Ireland. 
We collectively must now ensure the impetus of 
this policy and that the all actionable outcomes 
are delivered by the next and subsequent 
Governments. For far too long, the design 
community in Ireland have dropped the ball on this 
progress for the the promotion of self interested 
agenda. We must speak as a single, cohesive 
and strong voice if we want design in Ireland to 
progress like it has in other European Countries. It 
is now up to you! 

Contact your TD, write to the Minister of Enterprise 
and seek guarantees that the this policy will be 
implemented fully.

A FRAMEWORK POLICY FOR DESIGN IN  IRELAND

Exports from the Design Sector 
were worth €38bn in 2013
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SPECIAL THANKS TO:

We wish to offer a really big thanks to everyone 
who helped and sponsored IDI in 2015. These 
include DIT, and especially John Walsh and Peter 
MacCann who managed and hosted our Graduate 
Awards in DIT, Grangegorman for the second year 
in a row. Thanks also for their great work on and in 
designing our wonderful new IDI Awards’ exhibition 
stands. A really big thanks to Disrupt: IDI Awards 
Chair, Mary Doherty, to Katherine Brownridge 
and all the design staff at Red Dog who worked 
tirelessly and did such a wonderful job on making 
our IDI Awards 2015 bigger than ever and such a 
really great success.

Thanks to Teeling Whiskey who hosted our main 
awards exhibition at their distillery in Newmarket 
Square over three weeks in November and hosting 
the successful ‘Beat The Judges Quiz’. Thanks 
to the Arup Foundation for their great support to 
the Graduate Awards and the main IDI Awards in 
November.

Thanks to 3M, DCCOI, Hacketts, CEUD, Mac-
Interiors, Compu-B, Windmill Lane and W2W for 
their own specific contributions to our IDI Awards 
and also during the year. Thanks to DPP Skillnet 
who partnered with IDI on a number of CPD events. 
Thanks also to the Liquor Rooms, our partners for 
the very successful Design and Cocktails series.

A big thanks to Fraser McLauchlan and all at James 
Latham for the wonderful iconic trophies in HI-
Macs and for the support over a number of years. 
Thanks to Minister Ged Nash, Minister Richard 
Bruton and to Eileen Gray expert Dr. Jennifer Goff 

of the National Museum of Ireland for their specific 
involvement in our Awards.

Thanks to our IDI Awards judges (Alex Milton, 
Sonya Lennon, Kim Mackenzie-Doyle, Damien 
O’Connor, Kathryn Wilson, The Stone Twins, 
David Howlett, Simon Keane–Cowell and James 
Hubbard) who all did such a wonderful job, to our 
Awards MC Paddy Cullivan, Peter Whittaker of 
Martello Media who again worked tirelessly on our 
Awards AV (and so much more) and who did such 
a marvellous job. Thanks to Emma and Tara from 
Elevate PR and to James Hubbard of The Centre 
for Excellence in Universal Design (CEUD) at the 
NDA who helped with the judging and many other 
aspects in support of IDI and Universal Design 
during the year.

A special thanks to ID2015 for all their help 
throughout a great year for design in Ireland and for 
directly supporting a number of our own events and 
training initiatives.Finally, we offer our appreciation 
also to Karen Hanratty of Pixel Design for all her 
great advice and support in re-designing our 
website and for the magnificent job she did. A really 
special thank you to ex-President Andrew Bradley 
and all of his staff at Bradley Brand for their graphic 
support throughout the year on so many of our 
publications.

Thank you to all who helped in any great and small 
way in 2015.

The Annual IDI Design Outlook Survey on employment in Irish 
Design, taken in Sept / Oct 2015. It delivered us much positive 
news. This past year 2015 saw optimism and confidence 
consolidating into some impressive figures.

KEY FINDINGS

•    Over 65% of respondents give the thumbs-up to being busier 
or far busier in their design lives/ businesses

•    45% of designers saw an increase in staff numbers in their 
office /studio/ department / design business in the  
past 12 months.

•    68% said that the Irish Design 2015 (ID2015) initiative had 
raised or significantly raised the profile of design in Ireland. 
That’s clearly a ringing endorsement for the work of ID2015.
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Registered Designer in Ireland is a new initiative to recognise 
the standard of professional practice in the design industry. A 
small team including Eamon Spelman and Marc Ó Riain set 
about iterating models, taking inspiration from a thesis paper 
in Standford. The eventual scheme sets out a scoring system 
that anyone can use to establish how far they have progressed 
in practice. It establishes bars for Registered Designer, Senior 
member of the IDI and Fellow of the IDI. The term ‘Registered 
Designer’ will be a mark of quality assurance for the design 
industry, to its clients and the public as a whole that they adhere to 
the highest international design professional and ethical standards. 
The register will not represent or control the term ‘designer’, 
but does control the use of the term ‘Registered Designer’. The 
‘Registered Designer’ is obliged to maintain 20 points of CPD per 
year, with an hour of training equal to one point. 

REGISTERED DESIGNER IN IRELAND

Registered Designers in Ireland

Marc Ó Riain

Mary Doherty

Con Kennedy

Alex Milton

Adam de Eyto

Eamon Spelman

Jeremy Madden

Linda Shore

Julie Richards

Paul Finnegan

Gordon Byrne

Fiona McDonald

Danielle Townsend

Clarke Fyfe

Andrew Bradley

Simon Richards

Lorenzo Tonti

Frank Long

Simon Dennehy

Karen Hanratty

Lynsay Spence

Ryan Stanfield

Deborah Ni Riain

Lee Grace

Keith Somers

Robert Miculas

Lorraine Egan

Gearoid Carvill

Caitriona Shaffrey

Donal Lally

Aileen Dempsey

Declan O’Duil

Barbara Monahan

Karl O’Donovan

Rory O’Callaghan

Peter Mac Cann

Senior MIDI

Eamon Spelman

Gordon Byrne

Clarke Fyfe

Simon Richards

Simon Dennehy

Karen Hanratty

Deborah Ni Riain

Peter Mac Cann

Fellow of the IDI

Marc Ó Riain

Mary Doherty

Con Kennedy

Paul Hogan

Gerry Brouder

Martin Crotty

Sean McNulty

Steve Conlon

Alex Milton

Adam de Eyto

Andrew Bradley

Lorenzo Tonti

Frank Long

Lorraine Egan

Caitriona Shaffrey

Aileen Dempsey

IDI Lifetime Achievement 
Award

Deirdre McQuillan

Brian Stephens

Eileen Gray
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